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Scope 

 
Technological communication processes have undergone far-reaching changes in recent years, giving rise to 
a broad, diverse and open media system. News cycles have accelerated their pace, the pre-eminence of the 
media has waned, communicators have changed with the appearance of new broad-casters and the general 
public’s selectivity has improved significantly. In this context, the concept of disinformation has acquired spe-
cial relevance, insofar as the relentless flow of messages with such di-verse origins, objectives and itineraries 
has paved the way for erroneous, biased or false information. Although erroneous information is occasionally 
involuntary (misinformation), it often has the explicit purpose (disinformation) of confusing the target audi-
ence by conveying fake news with an eye to ob-taining a specific result, such as guiding or manipulating public 
opinion.
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Descriptors 

 
• Political discourse and disinformation. 
• Disinformation strategies implemented by public actors, new broadcasters and institutions. 
• Generation and dissemination of fake news in the media and on social networking sites. 
• Disinformation, populism and polarisation. 
• Automated disinformation: social media and bots. 
• Educational experiences and disinformation. 
• The disinformation society. 
• Disinformation, conflicts and hate speeches. 
• Verification of information versus disinformation: fact-checkers and fake news. 
• Disinformation and the crisis of democracy. 

 
Questions 

 
 How is fake news produced? Where does it come from and what is its main purpose? 

 How is fake news disseminated via different communication channels? 

 Does the dissemination of fake news follow some or other pattern that transcends different spheres of 
current affairs? 

 How does fake news affect the public? What impact does it have on the public sphere? 

 What role do fact-checkers play in disseminating and reporting fake news? Do they contribute to miti-
gating its effects or, on the contrary, to exacerbating them by highlighting their existence and rele-
vance? 

 Do the media have efficient verification mechanisms for avoiding the publication of fake news? 

 What role do opinion leaders play in the generation and dissemination of fake news? 

 What disinformation strategies do states implement at an international level? How does disinformation 
influence international politics? To what extent can the implementation of disinformation strategies by 
specific powers for destabilising other states or organisations be detected? 

 How can disinformation be combated? What measures can be adopted by the media, those appearing 
in the news and institutions? 

 What consequences do communication automation processes have for disinformation? 
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